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large subglacial and submarine elevation gradients.
There is good correlation between troughs in the
ocean bottoms and ice streams.

The most prominent features of the map of water
layer thickness are the thinness of the layer over
the two major ridges and the relatively thick water
layer beneath the thicker ice of the ice streams.
This, together with the sea floor topography, sug-
gests that when the grounding line was advanced
in previous time the coastline was similar in appear-
ance to the present coastline and that ice flow was
dominated by ice streams, as it is today.

In addition to the authors, the RISP geophysical
field Party included Messrs. D. Borowski, K. Jezek,
J . Kirchner, T. Kolich, and L. Whiting. This re-
search was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant GV-36963.
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Southern Ross Sea tides

E. S. ROBINSON, R. I. WILLIAMS,
H. A. C. NEUBERG, C. S. ROHRER, and R. L. AYERS

Department of Geological Sciences
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

Since 1957, measurements of southern Ross Sea
Lides have been made at six locations (figure 1).
During the 1973-1974 and 1974-1975 austral sum-
mers we made tidal gravity measurements at four
Df these sites to determine the ocean tide beneath
the Ross Ice Shelf.

Geodynamics tidal gravimeters were operated in
5- by 5-meter Jamesways on platforms mounted on
10- by 10-centimeter timbers set 3 meters into firn.
Portable electrical generators were used for 110-
volt, 60-hertz line power. Each of our sites was main-
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Figure 1. Locations of tide measurements in the southern

Ross Sea.

DAY S

Figure 2. Tidal variations of gravity for 29 day periods at
four sites on the Ross Ice Shelf. Starting times for these
records follow: Base, 0100 hours Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT), January 1, 1974; C-13, 0000 hours GMT, November
10, 1974; C-36, 0000 hours GMT, December 29,1974; RI, 1800

hours GMT, December 29, 1974.
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tamed by a technician who made frequent instru-
ment beam and level adjustments and calibration
tests.

Tidal variations of gravity (figure 2) were pre-
pared from values taken at hourly intervals from
continuous charts. Amplitudes of Fourier series
constituents calculated from these tide records are
shown in figure 3. The observed tidal variation of
gravity is caused by a periodic change in elevation
and mass related to the ocean tide, and the gravity
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Figure 4. Vectors indicating the principal diurnal constituents
of (C) the observed gravity tide, (L) the iunisolar gravity tide,
and (0) the gravity variation related to the ocean tide at site

C-36.

tide is related to masses and motions of the moon
and sun.

Thiel et al. (1960) showed that a tidal change in
water level Ah (centimeters) will cause a change in
gravity zg (microgais) measured on a floating ice
shelf, as expressed in the equation: zh = .3765 ig.

It is necessary to subtract the direct lunisolar ef-
fect from the observed gravity tide before the ocean
tide can be calculated. This was done by calculating
the observed tidal gravity harmonic constituents,
and adjusting the values by vector subtraction of the
lunisolar constituents. A representative example of
vector subtraction is shown in figure 4. Using the
above equation, amplitudes of ocean tidal constitu-
ents were then computed (table) from vector dif-
ferences. We emphasize that these are preliminary
values that are subject to revision after a more
thorough analysis of instrument calibration data.
Also included in the table are data from tidal water
level measurements in McMurdo Sound (Heath,
1971), and values determined from International
Geophysical Year gravity measurements at Little
America (Thiel et al., 1960). We are using the values
in the table to obtain solutions to the Laplace Tidal
Equations by a finite difference scheme. These re-
suits will be used to prepare cotidal-corange charts
and tidal current information for the southern part
of the Ross Sea.

This effort, which is supported by National
Science Foundation grant GV-40434, is part of a
continuing study of the tide beneath the Ross Ice
Shelf, in conjunction with the interdisciplinary Ross
Ice Shelf Project.
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Harmonic constituents of the tide beneath the Ross Ice Shelf.

OBSERVATION SITES

C-13	 C36**	 RI***	 BASE+	 LAS ++	McMuRDo+l

Harmonic Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase
constituent	(cm)	(deg)	(cm)	(deg)	(cm)	(deg)	(cm)	(deg)	(cm)

	
(deg)	(cm)	(deg)

01	35	188	32
K!	30	199	37
P1	10	199	12
M2	 3
S2	 6
N2

148	32	144	37
160	37	159	45
160	12	159	15

87	4	132	8
25	7	3	11

7	356	9

172	25
188	34
188	11
187	3
109	5
98	5

141	21	195
154	23	212
154	8	213
35	4	242

342	2	327
344	2	263

Phase angles are relative to the Greenwich Meridian. *79.3°s. 189.7°W. (11/10/74-12/8/74). **79 . 8°s. 169.1°W. (12/29/74-1/31/75).
***802 0S 161.6°W. (12/23/74-1/27/75). + 82.50S. 166.0°W. (12/19/73-2/2/74). ++ 78.20S.  162.30W. (6/57). +++77.90S.  193.40W.
(1/71).
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Radio-echo sounding of the
antarctic ice sheet

GORDON DE Q . ROBIN
Scott Polar Research Institute

Cambridge, England CB2 1ER

The 1974-1975 austral summer marked our
fourth season of radio-echo sounding of the antarc-
tic ice sheet. Most sounding equipment this year
was designed and built by the Technical University
of Denmark, with additional items being supplied
by the Scott Polar Research Institute (sPRI). The
National Science Foundation made available an
Lc-130 Hercules airplane—flown by U.S. Navy Ant-
arctic Development Squadron Six (vxE-6)—for
radio-echo sounding flights throughout most of the
season.

Airborne trials of the radio-echo equipment were
made in early November 1974 at the U.S. Naval Air
Development Center, Warminster, Pennsylvania.
From November 29, 1974, to January 19, 1975,
about 135,000 kilometers of profiling were com-
pleted during about 332 hours of flight (figure 1).
The airplane's age resulted in a weight restriction
that was about 4,500 kilograms below the 1973-
1974 season's. To reach distant objectives it was

Dr. Robin is director of the Scott Polar Research Institute

necessary to fly at high altitudes to and from the
sounding area; this practice saved fuel and in-
creased the airplane's range.

The main areas covered this season supple-
mented previous flight lines (Evans and Robin,
1972; SPRI, 1974). Figure 2 gives a statistical break-
down of regional operations discussed below.

International Antarctic Glaciological Project area.
(a) In the dome C area, the previous sounding net-
work of a 100-kilometer square grid was increased
in density to a 50-kilometer square grid to assist
surface and sub-ice geological interpretations. (b)
Additional flight lines in the dome B area made
possible a better definition of this dome's shape.
(c) Good flying weather and forecasting services
made it possible to map the surface and underlying
topography in coastal areas from 135 0 to 1550E.
on a grid scale of 50 to 100 kilometers. (d) Sound-
ings were made along the entire French traverse
route from Dumont d'Urville to dome C. (3) Other
gaps in the radio-echo mapping of East Antarctica
were filled, especially from Vostok to the South Pole
and beyond. (0 The closely spaced grid of flight
lines inland from the McMurdo/dry valley area
should provide new details on the sub-ice topog-
raphy and structure in this region. (g) More data
on sub-ice lakes were collected, with one flight being
specifically devoted to such studies. (h) A detailed
experiment on the parameters of the radio-echo
system and their effect on the recording of internal
layering within ice was carried out on one flight.

Marie Byrd Land. Work in this region was done
in view of current interest in the stability of the west
antarctic ice sheet and in the interpretation of ice
cores from Byrd Station. (a) A 50-kilometer square
net was flown to cover the area between the Trans-
antarctic Mountains, the Ross Ice Shelf, Rockefeller
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